It's a Girl Thing provides a hysterical analysis of the inherent peculiarities and eccentric mannerisms of women everywhere. Discover the secret reasons why women are drawn to teary movies, overpack for trips, change hair color weekly, and spend thousands on Tupperware. A must-have for every woman, It's a Girl Thing is one of those special books husbands will want to read as well (secretly, of course) in their quest to understand why ladies insist on owning hundreds of bottles of nail polish. Series. It's a Girl Thing Ser. Author. Mavis Jukes. The Horn Book, "It's difficult to imagine an adolescent girl who wouldn't benefit from this candid, supportive and often genuinely funny guide...this volume will spark communication between parents and daughters."--Publishers Weekly, starred review "The text is sometimes humorous, but always conveys caring, respect and concern...A fine and thoughtful effort."--School. Library Journal, starred review "What's good and unusual here is Jukes' been there, done that matter-of-factness about aspects of female existence rarely discussed in literature...Till It's a Girl Thing. Notify me when the book's added. Impression. Add to shelf. Already read. Report an error in the book. Share. Facebook. Twitter. VKontakte. Leaving Minnesota â€“ Olivia London Midwestern girl finds love â€“ and great sex â€“ en route to San Francisco. After the Night Out â€“ Scarlett knight Cara has kept her crush on friend Rene a total secret. But when she and Rene return to Cara's place after a night of partying, their friendship takes a steamy turn as their true feelings for one another come out. Dip It Low â€“ Lucy Felthouse Jane is a waitress, and has been left cleaning up the mess after a high-society party in a stately home. She's still not done when her girlfriend, Shelley, turns up to drive her home. Inviting her girlfriend in This reading group guide for It's a Curl Thing includes an introduction, discussion questions, and ideas for enhancing your book club. The suggested questions are intended to help your reading group find new and interesting angles and topics for your discussion. We hope that these ideas will enrich your conversation and increase your enjoyment of the book. I could tell you my adventures â€“ beginning from this morning,' said Alice a little timidly; 'but it's no use going back to yesterday, because I was a different person then. Lewis carroll "Alice's adventures in wonderland". Books. Movies. Music. eBooks. School and office. It's A Curl Thing. Author: Thomas, Jacquelin. * * * Rate and Review (0). 22.09 âœ 29.81 âœ Pâ½siklendidle: 20.99 âœ Last copies. Add Add. Buy. in Stores: 22.09 âœ.